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Easy-Cut Quilts with a Modern Twist
Quarters, eighths, squares and strips using modern
fabrics and inspiration to create fun and unique quilts
by Laurel Albright with The Editors at Landauer Publishing
Seven deceptively simple quilts using a variety of pre-cut fabrics such as
quarters, eighths, squares and strips are featured in this new book by Laurel
Albright with The Editors at Landauer Publishing. Each quilt has its own
distinct twist, whether it be the inspiration, fabric, quilting, backing, or how it
was put together. The quilts are designed with minimal cutting and piecing
making them the perfect quilting projects for quilters of all skill levels.
Each featured quilt is broken down to create a “Size Twist” yielding 13 smaller
quilting projects that can be made in a day such as pillows, table toppers,
place mats, quilt throws, bed runners, bed toppers and more. Fabric swatches
provide a “Fabric Twist” to help you envision each project in an alternate colorway. “Quilting Twists”
offer various suggestions for stitching the quilt layers together.
Beautiful photographs of each quilt, as well as accurate and complete step-by-step instructions, fullcolor illustrations, patterns and templates are included throughout the book.
Originally from Sac City, Iowa, Laurel Albright has been a sewist and crafter for as long as she can
remember, but her interest in quilt designing is just beginning. She is the Art Director for Landauer
Publishing and has been illustrating and designing award-winning quilt books for over 20 years. This is
her first book. Jeri Simon, Landauer’s managing editor, and author of Quilting The basics & beyond, and
Sue Voegtlin, Landauer’s staff photographer, were contributing quilt designers for Easy-Cut Quilts with
a Modern Twist.
Easy-Cut Quilts with a Modern Twist (978-1-935726-47-0) contains 48 pages, comes in softcover,
saddlestitch binding, retails for $16.95 U.S. and is available through your favorite distributor,
bookseller or quilt shop, or direct from Landauer Publishing: 800-557-2144 or on the web at
www.landauerpub.com. Publication date: November, 2013.
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